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Stalin came from the periphery of the multiethnic Russian empire. Yet for most of his century he was seen as embodying the supraethnic Bolshevism. Only recently a pronounced trend in scholarship has begun to emphasise Stalin’s Georgian background and to regard him as a product of Transcaucasia rather than Internationalist Marxism. This trend, which one might call the ‘Georgianization’ of Stalin, stresses the formative impact of his region on his behavioural patterns, rhetorical style and personality structure. Specifically, Georgianising scholars have foregrounded the role of Georgian literary models in shaping his rhetoric, the socialising impact of the lower-class culture of violence of the Georgian village, the continuing dominance of the Caucasian principle of blood vendetta, and the power of personal networks along the lines of Transcaucasian clan relations.

In contrast to the historical Stalin there was the Stalin as depicted in the cult. Here we explore the ethnic dimension of Stalin’s portrayal in multiple media and focus in greater detail on two – oil portraiture and folklore. We shall look at the involvement of the periphery in the Stalin portrait competitions of the 1930s, which were usually organised in conjunction with the large-scale exhibitions with a Stalin focus. For folklore production, we will narrow the focus further and examine the case of Karelia, a centre of Stalin folklore. We first describe the structural features of folklore production and then concentrate on Stalin’s image of ‘father of peoples’.

The Soviet Union was not a nation-state but a federation composed of territories delimited according to ethnnolinguistic criteria. At the same time every Soviet citizen was ascribed a nationality, which (almost) always matched one of the territories of the federation. Rogers Brubaker has described this bifurcated Soviet conception of ethnicity, which was to a large extent formulated by and under Stalin, with the terms ‘ethnoterritorial federalism’ and ‘personal nationality’. The incongruity of these two principles belonged to the genetic code of Soviet nationalities policy, and phenotypic tensions, which contributed to the implosion of the USSR in 1991
and have dominated the post-Soviet realm to this day, were pre-programmed.

Under Stalin the dissolution of the Soviet Union would have been impossible. Not, one could argue provocatively, because of his terror regime, but because of his ethnic symbolic politics, above all the Stalin cult. The personal nationality of Stalin was Georgian, and yet he personified the federation of the ethnoregions, the Soviet Union. The cultic Stalin functioned as the representation of the federation above the ethnoregions and thereby overcame the tension between the two principles of 'ethnoregional federalism' and 'personal nationality'. To push this point even further, the cultic Stalin largely filled the representational vacuum of Soviet national identity, that is, of the roof that spanned the various ethnoregions. Since the symbolism of the federation was underdeveloped, especially if compared with that of the ethnoregions, one could claim that Stalin not only embodied the federation but quite simply was the federation. As the Soviet Union, Stalin was metaphor and object, signifier and signified, merged into one.

The concept of ethnicity in the Stalin cult was deeply dialectical. The explosive potential of ethnic particularism (that is, personal nationality) – Stalin belongs to his ethneregion, Georgian – was defused in supra-ethnoregional Soviet universalism. Therefore Stalin was never depicted as a Georgian. Georgia, only appearing in representations of Stalin, only did so as locally coloured background, as a folkloric wallpaper in one of the many rooms of the 'USR' as a communal apartment'. This dialectic was analogous to, perhaps even causally linked with, Stalin's 'real' nationalities ideology:

The dialectic of the Leninist approach to the question of national culture is precisely the blossoming of cultures, national in form and socialist in content, during the dictatorship of the proletariat in one country so that these cultures, when the proletariat is victorious in the entire world and socialism becomes a reality, can merge into one general socialist culture (both in form and content) with a single common language.7

Here a temporal dimension complements Stalin's embodiment of the federative Soviet Union: by personifying the USSR, Stalin also personified the future tense of 'socialism', before it 'became a reality' and turned into present tense.8

Thus a particularist ethnic representation of Stalin was possible only insofar as ethnic particularism was dialectically transcended in Soviet universality. Following the formula 'national in form, socialist in content' this implied in practice that the background of a portrait of the young Stalin may well have depicted the Caucasus, the eyes of Stalin on a Kirghiz rug may well have been 'slanted' in Aslan-Kirghiz manner, in Russian, Armenian, and Dagestani Stalin folklore the epithets applied to Stalin may well have mobilised the respective local metaphors epic hero (begt'ny), the sun, and falcon (sokol), but the 'essence' of Stalin remained unchanged. This 'essence' or lingua franca was neither Georgian, Russian, Khirghiz, Armenian or Dagestani, but in its textual and visual vocabulary constituted a metanational amalgam, syncretically drawn from a variety of sources. Stalin's metanational, amalgamated representations were canonical by about 1935 and experienced only minor, if remarkable, change thereafter.

The beginning of the Stalin cult is conventionally dated to 20 December 1929, when on the occasion of his 50th birthday Stalin was glorified on a large scale in various media – first and foremost the central press, especially Pravda.9 This powerful beginning was followed by several years of absence from the public stage, which lasted until the middle of 1932 and is usually explained through the attempt to avoid any association of Stalin with the catastrophic results of forced collectivisation or with his yet unconsolidated power position in the party.10 By the mid-1930s his image in the various media had coalesced into a coherent system of signs. This image included in the visual media his benevolent face with the hair brushed back, the black moustache, his unblemished skin (without real-life pockmarks) and friendly eyes, which were always directed at a focal point in the distance outside the picture. His grey-green army overcoat, riding trousers and army boots were also part of this image, just as a number of props, mostly used in films, such as his pipe, the Pravda newspaper, and a map. In the textual media the canonical Stalin image included the appellation of 'leader (vazhd)', 'great leader and teacher' (velikii vazhd i uchitel'), 'father of peoples' (otets narodov), 'wise father' (mudryi otets), 'genius', 'locomotive driver of the revolution', 'builder of communism' (zodchii kommunnizma), 'fighter and falcon' (borets i sokol), as well as the adjectives 'great', 'wise', 'benevolent', and 'all-knowing'. The countless folkloric depictions of Stalin drew upon the stock mythologemes of the pictorial and associative expressive registries of a respective national culture.

These pictorial, filmic, audial and verbal representations of Stalin had solidified by the middle of the 1930s, but never become entirely static. The visualised Stalin, for example, underwent tremendous change during the Second World War and was represented during the post-war era in his white parade uniform with its single 'Hero of Socialist Labour' medal, his parade trousers, low shoes (instead of army boots) and greying hair.

The multimediaility and intermediality of the Stalin cult

A great variety of media were involved in the Stalin cult, including cinema, photography, poster art, oil painting, sculpture, songs, poetry, prose, folklore, drama and crafts (from Armenian tapestry weaving to vases from the Leningrad porcelain manufacture). These media were engaged in a
continual competition for the status of master medium. It was the master medium in which particular images of Stalin were first formulated and later canonised. Other media followed the master medium. Therefore the intermediality — if defined as the relationship between multiple media — of the Stalin cult can be called multifocal but not multidirectional. Until the second half of the 1930s the visual media, particularly photography and oil painting, were the master media. Director Mikhail Romm’s Lenin in October (Lenin v oktyabr’), released in 1937, was the first movie with an actor starring as Stalin, and from then on cinema occupied the status of master medium. Oil painting, however, will be at the centre of much of what follows, since this is the medium that most of my research has concentrated on.

In the battle for the place of master medium the specific characteristics of a genre within a medium played a great role. Socialist Realist novels, for instance, hardly ever featured Stalin as the main hero since they followed the conventions of the genre of Bildungsroman. In this genre, the hero moves forward along a linear path by overcoming obstacles and in the end emerges a different and better person — usually a Soviet ‘new man’. Stalin, however, could not be shown in the process of becoming, for Stalin had long completed his journey to a higher kind of personhood. Stalin quite simply ‘was’: he, and only he, embodied the endpoint of the utopian timeline. As such he was beyond time and place.

What is more, certain media were ethnically and religiously coded. Because of their traditional functions they lent themselves more or less for the portrayal of Stalin. It has been recently shown that Stalin was hardly ever depicted in the medium of Palekh lacquer box painting because of the traditional Russian Orthodox connotations of this medium. Cultural producers perceived lacquer boxes as looming in the collective imagination as too Russian and too religious to link them with Stalin. Other media had possessed similar connotations but were perceived as having been successfully recoded and as having acquired different meanings.

In a particular medium the portrayal of Stalin changed over time. Sometimes these changes were connected directly with the ethnic factor. In film, for instance, the Jewish actor, Semen Gol’dshtab, played Stalin in the first two movies with an actor starring as the Soviet leader, Lenin in October (1937) and Man with a Rifle (1938). After these movies Gol’dshtab was replaced by the Georgian actor, Mikhaïl Gelovani, and transferred to a provincial theatre in Kirov. This may coincide with an upsurge of anti-Semitism ushered in by the Hitler—Stalin pact. However, Gol’dshtab was reactivated to play Stalin in the film Aleksandr Parkhomenko (1942). At any rate, Gelovani succeeded Gol’dshtab in the role of Stalin and left a deeper imprint on the screen image of the vozhd’ than anyone before or after him. Gelovani resembled his real-life alter ego in the Kremlin not only physically but also in speaking Russian with a strong Georgian accent. In the 1948 movie The Third Blow he was replaced for a while by the former Gulag convict and ethnically Russian actor of the Moscow Art Theatre, Aleksei Dikiǐ. Dikiǐ is said to have been installed at Stalin’s personal behest in order to Russianize his image at the height of the ‘anti-Cosmopolitanism’ campaign and the battle against ‘groveling before the West’. But movie-goers had a hard time accepting the new actor. ‘Why, when you play L.V. Stalin, do you speak without the characteristic accent?’ asked the author of an anonymous note written on scrap paper and passed forward to the stage at a public ‘celebratory evening’ (ivorchestli vecher) with Dikiǐ. Another note read: ‘because we want to know comrade Stalin, we want to know him in detail down to his accent.’ It was not just the accent that set the Russianised Stalin apart from his Georgian predecessor. Gelovani played Stalin as hardly moving, as static, whereas Dikiǐ’s body language was wild in comparison — he began unexpectedly waving with his hands or suddenly turning his head. The combined problem of canor and popular reception was a serious one. In one of the last Stalin movies, The Fall of Berlin (1949), Mikhail Gelovani returned to his habitual role as the vozhd’ — at the will of the people or the whim of Stalin?

After Stalin’s December 1935 pronouncement of the ‘friendship of peoples’ the Kremlin, with Stalin at its head, began receiving delegations from Caucasian and Central Asian republics and turned these receptions into public celebrations. The several months of receptions were followed by a newly prized vehicle for demonstrating the friendship of the Soviet family of nationalities, the Moscow-based ‘weeks of national art’ (dekady natsional’noego iskusstva). These celebrations included art exhibitions and theatre performances from a given national republic. A first Ukrainian dekada in March 1936 was followed by dekady from Kazakhstan (May 1936), Georgia (January 1937), and Uzbekistan (May 1937). Stalin made an appearance at every one of these events, including the Georgian reception and dekada, yet in the elaborate symbolic presentations in multiple media he was not connected with his republic of origin, Georgia, in any special way whatsoever. His personal nationality, again, was downplayed while his embodiment of the federation, the Soviet Union, overshadowed everything else.

The 1930s also witnessed a number of monumental art exhibitions, some connected with the dekady, some not, but most with at least a Stalin cult art component if not a Stalin focus. In the first half of the 1930s, when the canon of Stalin depictions was still evolving and relatively few pieces of artwork were available, these exhibitions were more open-ended and invariably connected with competitions. The newspaper of the artistic intelligentsia, Sovetskoe iskusstvo, served as the semi-public arena where such competitions were announced and submissions sometimes even judged and criticised. In the second half of the 1930s, after the canon had stabilised and a significant amount of Stalin artwork had already been produced, exhibitions more often collected available art and placed it in specific thematic contexts.
The stellar exhibition *I. V. Stalin and the People of the Soviet Country in the Fine Arts* opened on Stalin’s birthday, 21 December 1939; thanks to extensive documentation, it was a good window on the Stalin cult proper, the ethnic dimension of the cult, and the large exhibitions of the 1930s more generally. In April 1939 the visual section of the Council of People’s Commissars (Sovnarkom) Committee for Arts Affairs had already sent out a barrage of letters to individual artists, to local artist unions in places as far away as Leningrad, Turkmenistan and Kiev, to museums and publishing houses, and to the directors of the 1939 *Industry of Socialism* exhibition and the Pushkin Fine Arts Museum, asking about any artistic representations of Stalin that the artist or institution might have in stock.

In the end, the Tretyakov Gallery was chosen as the single location for the exhibition. To pool resources, another initially separate exhibition on ‘famous people of the country’ (*Znanie lyudi strany*), devoted to images of Stakhanovites and other ‘heroes’ of the 1930s, was fused with the Stalin exhibition. The artwork was to be assembled from existing Stalin iconography ‘plus a small number of works (about 30) that the Committee for Arts Affairs commissioned from great masters’. ‘Apart from these commissioned works’, the functionary of the Committee for Arts Affairs continued, ‘we have collected information in the Union republics – Central Asia, Georgia, Armenia, Ukraine.’

Indeed, the involvement of the periphery in this exhibition was significant. In the spring, central art functionaries visited artists in the Caucasus republics, Leningrad, Siberia, Central Asia and the Ukraine. Everywhere these functionaries communicated with local artists through the regional artists’ unions, all of which were subordinate to the Moscow Union of Artists (MOSSKh) anyway (despite the fact that a single Artists’ Union, *Soyuz khudozhnikov*, was founded only in 1957). Functionaries toured the republics and reported back to Moscow on the various types of artwork being produced. In October Moscow again wrote to local artists’ unions, inquiring, for instance, if paintings by a number of Kiev artists (inspected during the spring) were nearing completion; Moscow ‘asked to send photographs of these works as soon as possible’. Or, an individual Leningrad artist received the following warning: ‘The State Tretyakov Gallery is informing you that after 9 November the commission for the selection of artwork for the Stalin exhibition will be in Leningrad. This commission will visit your studio and inspect your paintings’. This was in line with the organisers’ goal of ‘convincing the [artists] that this [exhibition] is a very important political enterprise’; it was also consonant with the intention to ‘implement stricter control’. ‘On the one hand it is indispensable to prod [shevelit?] the artists’, echoed Aleksandr Gerasimov, ‘on the other hand we need to offer them help when they encounter difficulties. What, for example, if we have commissioned a portrait but the painter has no model?’

Artists responded to the written October inquiries of the Committee with letters and photographs, showing the state of completion of their work. After the news of the exhibition had spread widely in artistic circles, some artists who were not invited proposed to submit Stalin busts and paintings at their own initiative. In late November and early December a jury, composed of famous artists and culture bureaucrats, met in Moscow and judged the art that had been gathered. Certain works were accepted unconditionally, others were designated for changes, and yet others were rejected outright. As was to be expected, given the short notice, many commissions were late.

One of the complaints of participating artists was the difficulty of getting the *znanie lyudi* – the Stakhanovites, arctic explorers, biologists and kolkhoz milkmaids – to pose. ‘I was ordered to do a portrait of Ostuzhev’, ventured one artist. ‘He came to my studio, I tried to win him over . . . He looked at everything and left – I do not know why, but perhaps my art did not convince him.’ A certain Isaev of the Committee for Arts Affairs agreed that getting *znanie lyudi* to pose often was problematic: famous scientists or Bolsheviks ‘believe that if they pose, they will be accused of laziness, of wasting time on modeling, therefore they escape posing or pose at their desk’. The Stakhanovites and decorated kolkhoz farmers were ‘easier to get to pose, but they want to keep the painting as a token of remembrance. That is why the Committee . . . must give a public explanation’. Meanwhile artists accused artists, and art functionaries accused artists, of not trying hard enough to get their intended models to pose. ‘As far as Fadeev, the writer, is concerned’, snapped one artist, ‘I suspect that Yakovlev did not look for him seriously. He is such a man of culture, understands so much, that he is always helpful.’

Just before the opening of the exhibition in late December 1939, powerful culture functionaries and party members probably walked round the rooms to see if anything needed to be changed at the last minute. Several artists inquired with the organising commission why their pictures had been rejected, others wanted their rejected artwork back more quickly, and yet others were interested in the success of their paintings in the exhibition:

*Is the exhibition well attended? Do you have a visitor comment book and do you criticize me a lot there? Were there any remarks from the government commission? These questions interest every painter, not just me, so please do not think that I am an exceptionally ambitious painter.*

Once it was on, the Tretyakov Gallery was actively involved in propagandising the exhibition. In general, a lot was done so that these exhibitions reached as many people as possible from all stretches of the vast Soviet empire. Not only were people brought from the periphery to the exhibitions.
in the centres in organised groups, but the main provincial towns organised their own exhibitions or hosted mobile exhibitions from the centre, both mainly showcasing reproductions.\(^8\) One sure way to boost an exhibition’s visitor statistics, according to the artists, was to get Stalin to visit it.\(^9\) But clinging to his image of modesty and allegedly only grudging tolerance of his genuinely ‘popular’ cult, Stalin did not make an appearance at his anniversary exhibition; in his lifetime he only visited one (or two) of the large exhibitions of the 1920s and 1930s: the tenth AKhR exhibition in 1928 and perhaps the 1933 exhibition in honour of the Red Army’s fifteenth anniversary.\(^{10}\)

Stalin as ‘Father of Peoples’: folklore in Karelia and beyond

Collect your folklore, make a study of it, work it over.

Maxim Gorky, 1934

One of Stalin’s key images – in fact, the image connected most prominently to the question of ethnicity – was that of ‘father of peoples’ (otets narodov). In this image Stalin presided as a patriarchic father over a harmonious family of Soviet nationalities. The primary medium for the communication of this image was poetry, in particular folklore, which had been redefined effectively as a genre of poetry in 1934 at the First Congress of Soviet Writers, and in English is sometimes referred to as ‘fakelore’ or ‘pseudofolklore’ because of its artificiality.\(^{41}\)

The collection of folklore in Russia began in the early nineteenth century, when the academic discipline of folkloristics (fok’loristik) was established. After the Bolsheviks came to power the discipline of folkloristics entered into a period of lively theoretical debates, the boundaries of which were demarcated by the givens of the collective (over individual authorship), ‘science’ (over art), and materialist history (over individual genius). From the beginning, however, the coexistence of rural folklore with the urban socialist utopia and the active propagation of proletarian culture (through the Proletkult movement, for example) was perceived as an uneasy marriage. Between 1929 and 1931, literary organisations spearheaded efforts to terminate this misalliance of ‘rural backwardness’ with ‘urban progress’, clamoring for an all-out abandonment of folklore as a discipline.

All of this changed radically with Stalin’s rise to power. Following the Great Break the plenitude of literary organisations was subsumed into the monolithic Union of Soviet Writers, founded in 1932. In 1934 Maxim Gorky, addressing the First Congress of Soviet Writers, strongly supported efforts by Soviet folklorists to ascribe to folklore a meaning not of a dated art form, but of a new, national-cum-traditional, art form.\(^{42}\)

Gorky’s proclamation ushered in the 20-year-long Golden Age of Soviet folklore during which Socialist Realist centrepieces such as ‘Glory to Stalin shall be eternal’ (in the traditional Russian epic byлина genre) and ‘To immortal Lenin’ (in the traditional lament [plach] genre) began appearing in Pravda, Karelian performers in Moscow’s largest concert halls, and a Kazakh poet, Dzhambul Dzhabaev, on Kremlin photographs with Stalin. The byлина was reintroduced as the composite neologism, novina, meaning a half-sung, half-recited oral poem in the byлина genre on new, Soviet subjects. While the Golden Age peaked between 1936 and 1941, the first voices doubting Soviet folklore’s authenticity and branding it ‘pseudofolklore’ appeared in 1939. Two years later Yuri Sokolov, then the premier folklorist, publicly regretted the manipulation of performers by folklorists like himself, for the folklorist-guided reworking of their folklore resulted in ‘horrifying falsifications of the traditional and Soviet folklore’.\(^{43}\)

It was this new, Soviet folklore that transported one of Stalin’s images as ‘father of peoples’. The image of Stalin as a father per se was launched in 1935 when during the summer he was pictured in the print media together with the 11-year-old pioneer girl, Nina Zdrogova, on the tribune of the Lenin mausoleum saluting a physical-cultural parade. From then on until the beginning of the Second World War he was frequently shown with young girls, all of non-Russian background such as Buryat-Mongolia’s Gelya Markizova and Turkmenistan’s Mamlakat Khakhangara. Consonant with his father image, Stalin ‘kissed babies, shook hands with fathers, and visited almost every children’s home in Moscow at least once’.\(^{44}\) His biological daughter, Svetlana, was shown with her father once in a 1935 photograph, but only to fade from the public eye for decades. Few people were as appropriate to support the image of Stalin as father in the ‘myth of the great family’ of Soviet peoples as non-Russian, preadolescent girls.\(^{45}\) For their distance to the father could not have been greater: belonging to the ‘weak gender’ and coming from ‘backward’ republics, they constituted the ideal antipode to Stalin.\(^{46}\)

Likewise it was not the famous male folklore performers from Central Asia or the Caucasus who lauded Stalin as ‘father of peoples’, but female folklore poets (skazitel’nitsy) from Karelia. Surprisingly, much of the folklore from Karelia was not by Karelians or Finns, but by Russophone Russians (the majority of Karelia’s population in 1926), and Russian women in particular.

There are various reasons for the predominance of these Russophone skazitel’nitsy from Karelia. First of all, compared with folklore performers from other parts of the Soviet Union, there were logistical advantages, since Karelia had been the chief site of pre-revolutionary folklore since the second half of the nineteenth century and since it was conveniently located in the micro-periphery, just 400 kilometres northeast of Leningrad.\(^{47}\)
Second, the genre of Russian Karelian folklore lent itself particularly well because it could be easily deployed as ersatz Russian Orthodoxy. By the time of the ‘Great Retreat’ the urban, socialist utopia – with its machine metaphors in Socialist Realist novels – was abandoned in favour of nature and pastoral harmony – refected, for instance, in a switch to garden metaphors in novels.44 The natural choice of a symbolic system for representing this shift would have been religion, but Russian Orthodoxy was unavailable for obvious reasons (the Bolsheviks’ general atheist stance and Russian Orthodoxy’s particular association with tsarism). Russian Karelian folklore was a good substitute because (a) it represented timeless tradition (as opposed to the utopian, time-shattering dreams of the 1920s), offering a whole stock of seemingly ancient genres (in truth invented in the nineteenth century) as well as folklore performee dynasties with their descendants in the 1930s and 1940s – Marfa Kryukova, Karelia’s star performer, and Petr Ribin-Khristov, ‘b’ certain genres, such as the bylina genre with its emphasis on patrilineal male heroes (boyarstvo), lent themselves extremely well to celebrate lines of Bolshievol male heroes; (c) language and genres were Russian, yet the veneer was non-Great Russian, which allowed for the fortification of the de facto national-ethnic hierarchy of the Soviet Union – the patriarch Stalin on top, Great Russians and their greatest ‘sons’ right below (aviation heroes, arctic explorers), followed by the rest of the children (non-Great Russian nationalities); and finally (d), it allowed for the redeployment of the father image outside the religious framework.

Folklore production

During the first Five Year Plan authors and their texts were often publicly reworked on the pages of journals and newspapers. Such tactics served pedagogical and disciplinary purposes: publicly enacted individual textual (and social) engineering was to induce larger segments of society to follow. Public pedagogy was abandoned in 1931–32, when ‘Soviet Man’ was expected to have emerged (if not, the penal system coercively ‘re-educated’), and cultural products began appearing publicly in their final form only. This shift did not signal the end to a reworking of texts, it merely pushed the process outside public purview.49

In 1938 the folklore section of the Union of Soviet Writers passed a resolution that lambasted the infiltration of ‘enemies of the people’ in folklore and the resulting falsification in translations and reproduction (printing). It proposed the creation of ‘a single leadership of all folklore work in the USSR’ as an urgent task.41 A 24-point list of ‘necessary measures’ listed, among other things, ‘the systematic registration of folklorists and masters of folk art according to a single plan’. It proposed ‘the complete harmonization of working plans of the central and local folklore institutions with regard to expeditions, publications, forms of systematization, cataloguing and storage of folklore materials’.51

Folklore centres in the Soviet periphery were indeed drawing up annual plans for folklore production. The 1937–38 plan of the folklore section at the Karelian Scientific and Research Institute for Culture was entitled ‘The Flourishing of Folk Arts in Soviet Karelia’ and listed various objectives in publishing, exhibitions, recordings of folklore performers, including the following targets: collection of civil war folklore; recording of folklore on ‘the building of socialism’; ‘folk art of the past October period’; ‘tales about Lenin’; ‘urgent recording of major performers and Soviet material at hand’.52

It is unclear who exactly – a Moscow or Leningrad folklore institute, or a higher party institute – ordered the folklore institute in Petrozavodsk to publish a ‘series of collections of tales, runes, and byliny in Karelian and Russian’.53 But we know that the Karelian folklore institute then either tapped its pool of available performers to elicit the planned folklore, or it recruited additional performers. This took the form of a memorandum sent out around 1938 to the village Soviets, in which institute director Mashezerskii lamented that ‘all bearers [nositel’] of folk arts have yet to be found . . . in spite of a series of . . . expeditions.’ According to Mashezerskii, performers ‘creating their songs, byliny, runes, and tales about our leaders Lenin-Stalin, and about the achievements of the Soviet Union’ were particularly scarce. Therefore the institute asked the village Soviet to conduct a search for ‘(a) citizens, who know many tales, byliny, runes, sayings, and songs’ and (b) ‘talented citizens, who compose these songs and tales themselves’.54

Individual work ‘on’ a performer took place either in the village or in Petrozavodsk. One documented case involved a Petrozavodsk folklorist, A. D. Soimonov, who sent the following instruction to kolkhoz accountant Prokhov Novozhilov:

Take upon yourself or order some young person to read and explain to the old man Zhuravlev the following books: ‘Voroshilov, Stalin, and the Red Army’ and ‘Budennyi – warrior, citizen,’ as well as the biographies of the leaders: Stalin, Lenin . . . Perhaps Zhuravlev will be able to create byliny about our leaders on the basis of this material. Talk to him, so that he remembers old byliny, too. The old man has nothing to do anyway, so let him work on byliny. Inform the institute about your results around May. Then we could summon him to Petrozavodsk or visit him.55

In print the performers were represented in precisely the synthetic fashion that from 1939 onwards periodically aroused the criticism of Soviet folklorists. A list of performer biographies appended to the collection, Byliny Pudozhskago kraia, on the one hand stresses a performer’s creative, poetic talent, on the other hand accentuates the influence of contemporary themes
disseminated in the mass media. It seems very likely that this type of folklore production differed little in other parts of the Soviet Union. This is not to claim that regional differences in Stalin cult production in the multiethnic state were completely erased. Research on this topic is still lacking, but one could speculate that the making of the Stalin in cult in Muslim Central Asia, for example, with Islam’s prohibition of the depiction of human faces, bore some specific features.

Folklore products

Stalin loves all people
and you small children
lulla, lullaby, I’ll sing you a song
sleep my grandson.

From a Karelian lullaby

In Soviet representations Stalin received power (and legitimacy) not only from the people or by virtue of his deeds, but also from Lenin. Some noviny rehearse the theme of Stalin as Lenin’s legitimate heir, encapsulated in the formula ‘Stalin is the Lenin of today’. As Anna Mikhailovna Pashkova, Karelia’s second most prominent skazatel’nitsa, who saw her husband in his seventies decuklazed in 1930, recited in 1939, Lenin and Stalin, / Were not brothers by blood, / But they were equal talents, / What Lenin had planned, / Stalin has fulfilled. In this novina Stalin and Lenin are figured as brothers, in others Lenin is ‘grandfather’ to Stalin, who is ‘father’ to the peoples of the Soviet Union. Indeed, ‘father’ (otets) is one of the most common appellations used for Stalin in folklore, even if without the genitive object ‘of peoples’ (narodov). Thank you, father Stalin, / For your good thoughts. / You have done good for the world / You have fixed life,’ sounded one typical folk verse chastushka. ‘Stalin, leader of the world, / Mountain hawk-falcon, / He cares for the workers, / Just like a father for his children’, proclaimed Georgian folklore, using regionally coloured imagery (‘Mountain hawk-falcon’). Above all, however, Stalin was ‘father’ in the Russian folklore of the female performers from Karelia: ‘Oh, father, close father Stalin, / Oh, his eyes are so sincere, / His hair shines golden, / Oh, he has a silken beard (sic), / Yes he has a wise head / How from his wise head / Everywhere grow factories and enterprises, / And in the villages grow kolkhozes.

Alongside the appellation ‘father,’ the traditional Russian term batyushka (father), previously used in popular parlance for fathers, priests and tsars, reappeared. It was, for example, applied to Stalin in 1938 – in the context of the Papanin-led polar expedition: ‘Oh you, hail to you, father batyushka’ Stalin . . . / You care about all of us. / Father batyushka Stalin will not leave you / On the faraway ice – / He will take care of you, too, / He will hurry to save you.’ And Karelia’s Evdoldiya Kokunova composed an epic tale, entitled ‘How We Saw Off our Falcons,’ about Soviet mothers sending their sons to the ‘Great Patriotic War’, in which the mother protagonist, upon hearing of her son’s death in the war, receives consolation from the fact that, ‘After all, we have the Red Army, / We have our close father rodnoi batyushka / Josif light Vissarionovich.’ By the late 1930s, then, the word batyushka had been stripped of its tsarist and Russian Orthodox connotations to such an extent that it could resurface in the context of Stalin.

It was, as we have seen, the Russian-language female folklore performers from Karelia who were vital in glorifying Stalin as their ‘father’ and therefore cementing the image of Stalin as ‘father of peoples’, presiding over a Soviet mythic family of nations connected by the ‘friendship of peoples’. Poems in which Stalin was identified as Georgian are almost completely missing, even (or especially?) in Georgian folklore. One of the very rare pieces of folklore that connects Stalin to Georgia is an Evenk song from Siberia, in which Stalin is called a ‘son of the Georgian people’ and further, by implication, designated as ‘father of the Soviet Union’: ‘Take pride, Georgian people, / In your beloved, great son! / Take pride, our country, mother of Soviets, / In the name of comrade Stalin!’ In another piece, entitled ‘Lavrenti Beria in the Mountains’, Beria is referred to as ‘leader of Georgia’. Stalin, who also makes an appearance, is marked as Georgian in no way whatsoever. National aspirations were carefully kept apart, lest Stalin’s personal nationality interfere with his embodiment of the federation of ethnотerritories.

Was everything this clean, one might ask, or was there dissonance in the harmonious, pastoral symphony of the great family, performed by the skazatel’nitsa? At times incestuous undertones crept into the harmony, creating a competing strand of Stalin as man/sexual object. Skazatel’nitsa Khoteeva, for example, composed: ‘How happy would I be / If I suddenly came / To Moscow. I would see / Lenin’s Mausoleum! / Well, but if I met / The most beloved, / The songs would melt, / Of the song I’d sing for Stalin’ However, erotic tensions and energy were never channelled and instrumentalised as they were in the symbolic celebration of the relationship between Hitler and the female part of the German people.

Conclusion

In the beginning I introduced a dichotomy between a ‘real’ Stalin and a ‘cultic’ Stalin. Just as this dichotomy is above all heuristic, the Soviet conception of nationhood was infinitely more complex and dynamic than described at the outset with the terms ‘ethnoterritorial federalism’ and ‘personal nationality’. During the 1920s the Soviet regime actively developed
national, non-Russian cultures and installed national cadres in positions of political power in the ethnoregions of the Soviet Union. In symbolic politics the significance of the federation, the Soviet Union, and of the largest national republic, the Russian Federation, were downplayed, lest bad memories of Great Russian chauvinism or the tsarist Russifying empire reappear. During the 1930s ethnosymbolic politics switched to more primordial concepts and began celebrating folkloristic, exoticised national cultures with ancient national poets and heroes. In February 1936 Stalin declared the danger of Great Russian chauvinism overcome and reintroduced Russian national culture in the privileged position of a ‘first among equals’. At the same time, the Soviet Union proper remained remarkably underdeveloped in the national rhetoric. As I have argued, Stalin compensated for this symbolic deficit by embodying the Union. In so far as the Soviet Union itself was celebrated at all, it was the sum of the national cultures. In other words, the symbolism of the federation (the Soviet Union) was equal to the sum of its parts (the ethnoregions). Since the Russian ethnoregion, the RSFSR, was allowed a publicly promoted national culture only in 1936, it was not until then that it began contributing to the supranational Soviet ethnosymbolism. Since the Russian ethnoregion, the RSFSR, began, however, playing first fiddle among the various ethnoregions, its part in the sum that made up Soviet rhetoric was greater than that of others.

Up to Stalin’s very death his oldest party friends used his early pseudonym, Koba, borrowed from the hero of the romantic Georgian nationalist Alexander Kazbegi’s novel, The Patriarch, when joining an underground leftist group in Tbilisi in 1898. Only on rare occasions, however, did this particularist Georgian ethnic designation enter public discourse. There he was known under his Russianised pseudonym of ‘Stalin’. For photographs Stalin might dress in the folkloric costumes of the national republics, but these costumes belonged precisely to the world of costumes — they were not masquerades. Underneath these costumes Stalin wore his army uniform and boots. He represented the supraethnic ‘fathers of peoples’ and in this paternal role stood in symbolically for the Soviet Union, the roof spanning the various ethnoregions that belonged to the first socialist — federalist state. Stalin’s belonging to any of the ethnoregions by virtue of his Georgian personal nationality was carefully censored. If representations of Stalin exhibited any kind of ethnic particularism it was Russian, but Russian only to the extent that the symbolism of the Soviet Union was the sum of its ethnoregional parts, and that the Russian part in this sum was larger than that of others.
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Working Towards the Centre: Leader Cults and Spatial Politics in Pre-war Stalinism
Malte Rolf

The Soviet Union of the 1930s saw the emergence of a new culture. Stalin's 'building of Socialism' not only meant the radical political and economic transformation of the country. The dawn of the new era also manifested itself in the fundamental reshaping of culture. Stalin's cultural revolution was not a 'great retreat' but rather an attempt to realise the utopian vision of the new socialist person and to define the new aesthetics of a brave new world. It was less a time of 'war on the dreamers' than a period of new dream weavers who reinvented culture, and by this the Soviet Union.¹

The most emblematic cultural expression of this time was the ubiquitous leader cults. The leaders were lauded as assistants of the 'birth pangs of Socialist culture'² and were praised as the fathers of all change. Cult production in the 1930s mainly orientated towards Stalin: he was at the centre of public praise and expressions of emotionality. But Stalin was by no means the only object of veneration. His 'dearest comrades' and 'close friends' always stood next to him in such public worship and on the regional level it was the local representatives who built up a cult of the lesser leaders. As even factory directors had themselves lauded by their workers, Stakhanovites were portrayed as guiding figures, and the production of art and literature built on the narrative of the spiritual leadership of outstanding artists, it is fair to say that leader cults were an overall mode of communication in the 1930s. Worshipping the leader was at the core of the ethic and aesthetic of the new emerging culture.³

In these representations leaders figured as the 'unmoved movers' of the fundamental transformation that the country and its culture underwent in those years.⁴ They were depicted as the source of all change, as leaders who could reshape vast landscapes with a pencil's sketch on a drawing board.⁵ In this staging the leaders occupied the centres of authority and represented the eye of the cyclone: While everything was tempestuously moving the leaders stayed motionless. The whole country was twisted in circles around them. In the official Soviet cosmos the leaders occupied the centre